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Students escape to Okoboji
Carpenter's Tools International
deliver retreat concert
by Chuck VanDnmen
To be honest I didn't
really want to go to the
retreat. Somehow in the
aftershock of paying tuttton I
got registered to go. but I
never thought seriously of
attending it. I mean. think
about it. I am a [untor- these
things are for underclass-
men- Ihave things to do.
Yet. even though I had
logically rationa1lzed my-t1i....
missal. I still attended.
Sadly enough. this wasn't
because I was suddenly all
hype on it. but rather it was
the fact that I had forgotten
to cancel my registration and
would be billed a whopping
$15 whether I attended or
not. So the Dutch in me
pulled through. and sent me
to Lake Okoboji where I
hoped to get the most from
my 1,500 pennies. When I
look back. It really was pretty
funny that I worried about
getting my money's worth.
because the experience as a
whole was invaluable.
When I arrived at the
cabins, I remembered how
last year they looked like
renditions from scenes of
"Friday the Thirteenth."
They hadn't changed. but it
didn't matter anyway
because no one sleeps at the
retreat anyway. The sand
volleyball. basketball. and
sepa (it's like a hackey sack)
that went fotally1un.
and a great way to start. By
the time the dinner bell rang
I was happy I came. but
when I got my food I wasn't
so sure. If the retreat taught
me nothing more. it still gave
me a new respect for the
Commons.
But I did learn a lot
more. With the mass meet-
ings on Friday and Saturday.
we sang songs I never real-
ized how much I missed.
After singing. our guest
speaker. Dave DeRidder gave
us his wisdom on King
David. which in turn sparked
Janeen Wassink
Carpenter's Tools performs at the all-school retreat
discussions when the mass
broke down into Itvmg
groups. It was at these mass
meetings that I saw people
really praising God. singing
their hearts out. listening.
and learning.
Besides songs at the
campfire and some group
games (I think one was a
kiSSing game?!). a radical
new concept took place: A
DANCE!! Starting at mid-
night and going to about
3:30 a.m .. Marc Andreas
describes it as. "the best
dance Dordt has had in
years. . . all the people were
crazy enough to have fun.
but it wasn't too wild."
Other highlights of the
retreat included Doug
Ribbens being thrown Into
the lake. campus pastor
Ockte & family being tntro-
duced to War Heads candies,
an impromptu talent show,
relief of all reliefs: A Pizza
Ranch dinner. and finally
Carpenter's Tools ending the
retreat with their contempo-
rary Christian music.
Index ~~~an ~,I:~~,u~u~~V::ts ,~~~?~~'a~~~~M
The week beginning versed the grounds in little the scenes from Curtis standing acts in six cate-
August 29 was the official clusters to become more Taylor's four act rmru-drama. gories. The grand prize win.
Dordt Week of Welcome. familiar with the staff and which were strategically triter- ner-s , a quartet from
Intertwined among the tradt- campus. "We literally put it spersed throughout the Southwest Christian in
tional President's banquet and together in about twenty-four evening. Mark DuMez took Edgerton. Minnesota. took
ice cream social was the first hours: Taylor confided. the lead as master of cere- home a fifty dollar gift certifi-
annual Freshman Talent Although generally promoted monies. but may have been cate to the Dordt bookstore.
show on Wednesday night in and geared toward freshmen. more distinctly remembered The Best Comedy award was
the B.J. Haan Auditorium. an estimated thirty percent of' for his depiction of "Little Red given to Dave Molder.
Ron Rynders. the Director of the total attendance was Riding Hood" in chicken Ian- Konstantin Kekhave took the
Career Development. coordt- upper class men. "This was a guage. The admissions staff "Golden Global." for his
.nated the event. winner!" declared Rynders. subsequently joined in the Russian dancing. The ortgt-
Little organized prepara- who plans to continue the fun. Not a few freshmen took nality award was given to
tion and big expectations event and views it as a sort of advantage of the opportunity Jason Youngsma for his jug.
meshed to create a huge sue- appetizer for the upcoming to creatively portray allegiance gling act: and Taylor's mini.
cess. The Idea was born by Talent Extravaganza. Total to their homeland. The inter- drama was named a "Talent
Curtis Taylor with the tnten- attendance exceeded 400. national dtverstty included Extravaganza must.· Every
tion of permanently replacing 'The B.J.H. stage was students from the US. performance received a partie.
the conventional freshman graced by approximately I0 C~da. and Russia. ipation prize:
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Ockie and Fred
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Dordt welcomes CA, Mike Loomis
By Tracy Allan
This year's Resident Life
Staff has a new face-Mike
Loomis, But why is he here?
"I'm not the boogie-man
who's come to set law and
order," states Loomis, "I'm
here to spend your money,"
His official title is
Community Advisor and
Director of Student Activities,
Loomis's job description
allows him to wear many
hats. He is here to counsel
students, discipline those
who find themselves with a
Level I, plan and co-ordinate
campus activities. and to
meet with, guide. and teach
the Resident Life Staff.
Being new to Dordt
College and Iowa and being
Dordt's first Community
Advisor, it will be mostly a
la. u.s.:
Clinton will address
the nation at 8pm
tonight about the
justification for the
possible invasion of
Haiti. The main rea-
son for the invasion
is that Lt. General
Raoul Cedras has
refused to step down
to make way for
elected president
Jean-Baptiste
Aristide.
lb. u.s.:
A USAirBoeing 737
from Chicago to
Palm Beach via
Pittsburg nose-dived
a fewminutes before
landing at the
Pittsburgh airport.
All 132 passengers
died.
lc. u.s.:
On Wednesday. the
thirty-fourth day.of'.;
/
I'm not the
boogieman
who's
come to
set law
and order.
transitional year for the
Resident Life Staff and others
such as Curtis Taylor and
Ron Rynders as they relin-
qutsh some responstbtlitiesto
Loomis. But Loomis does
have some very defi-
nite ideas and goals
for the year ahead of
him and the rest of
the staff.
"The bottom line I
is to educate," says
Loomis. Students
need the opportuni-
ty to take what they
learn in the class-
room and apply it to
life around us. He
hopes to empower
us, as students, to
take advantage of all
that college has to
offer by planning
and programming
activites that will
challenge us and
help us develope a
sense of Christian
community,
Krtstsn WesterhOf
Mike Loomis talks with students after the pralse+worshlp
lntemational News-
the major league
baseball strike. the
owners called off the
rest of the season.
Acting commissioner
Bud Selig called this
a "sad day."
0.'•
Indilll
Oc:un .
2. Cuba: 3. Croatia:
The U.S. has agreed
to allow 20.000
Cuban immigrants
annually. in return
for Cuba banning all
rafts going to the
U.S.
The federation
formed by Bosnian
Croats and Muslims
is threatening to col-
lapse. whichwould
lead to increased
fighting.
I'
4. ,Nige.-ia:"" ..
Military leader
General SarliAbacha
declared absolute
power, placing his
military government
above the courts and
allowmg detention
for up to three
months without
cause.
5. North
Korea:
This summer, North
Korea became an
area of concern as
U.N. officials feared
they had developed
nuclear capabilities.
North Koreans
refused to allowU.N.
inspections of nucle-
ar facilities,
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Two Christians learn
Ronlin Foreman captivates crowd
by Scott Hazen
On Sept. 3, the B.J,
Haan auditorium was turned
into a war zone as the unsus-
pecting audience met with a
barrage of donuts and dinner
rolls. These projectiles were
promptly returned, creating a
crusty crossfire.
For those who missed
it, this orchestrated madness
was directed by Ronlin
Foreman. a professional
clown, who brought his ener-
getic form of comedy to cam-
pus and started the opening
weekend of the school year
with a bang.
To describe Ronlin's
comedic style as physical
would be a terrible under-
statement. Throughout the
show, Ronlin twisted his face
and manipulated his body into
posi~iq,'1s"a'i!q.~tW\.tiQ!1li, for ...
both -ffie amuft1nent and"
amazement of his audience.
His show is based on the use
and control of his body and a
variety of props, as well ali the
philosophy that foolish things
can be glorious.
The show began with
an off-beat serenade by Ronlin
and hili accordion. This was
followed by a hilarious sketch
involving a pair of shoes with
sprtngs attached to the bot-
tom, Ronlln made those shoes
come alive and turned the
stage into a one man episode
of The Three Stooges as he
constantly attempted, and
failed to put on those shoes.
Ronlin went on to
NeD GIlIY8S
Foreman's one-man show comes to life.
show that he is much more
than a physical comedian, He
seemingly "lost" a banana in
his ear using sleight of hand
and as a character actor he
made us believe that there
was a six year old boy on the
stage, He created a larger than
life world with his shadow
dancing and his improvisa-
tional skills allowed him to
steal an audience member's
camera and start an audttort-
urn-wide food fight.
Ronlin used his inter-
esting array of talents to enter-
tain us and his commanding
storytelling to share with us
his commitment to God,
Ronlin's show is in the tradi-
tion of the court jesters of old
and his unusual blend of
schtick and story left us all
with many memorable
moments of an entertaining
evening.
from clowning
Mark DuMez studies
the art of clowning
by Katie Dekker
Last semester,
~unior Mark Du Mez did
not attend Dordt, but went
down to Clarksville, TN to
"clown around" with profes-
sional clown and teacher
Ronlln Foreman.
Du Mez attended the
Institute in Praise of Folly. a
theater workshop associat-
ed with Austln Peay State
University. There, he
attended a workshop on the
"study of the clown, the
fool, and the grotesque."
Du Mez said it was "study-
ing states of being, in a \
sense."
The workshop began
In the morning with
[warmups. isolation exercis-
es, and the "exploring of
earth, wind, and fire," Du
Mez explained, Jeff
Hutchison taught the morn-
ing session, Hutchison, a
freelance mime, attended-
the very prestigious Lecoq
ITheater School in Paris,
France for one year. He
worked under the direction
of Foreman, who taught the
afternoon sessions.
Foreman also attended the
Lecoq Theater School for
two years.
Du Mez said that the
afternoon sessions included
the study of dynamics, the
na ture of play, and the
building of a personal clown
character. The students
took gymnastics once a
week and voice lessons
twice a week in addition to
their everyday routine.
About the workshop,
Du Mez stated, "It turned
out to be a really good expe-
lienee, but the nature of the
training expands you. It
calls you to take leaps to
see where you land, and see
how you land,"
Some examples 0
exercises that the students
were assigned to do were
"take food and make a skit"
and "animate an inanimate
object." At the end of the
semester, the students
involved in the workshop
pu t together a program
using some of these exercis-
es that they worked on in
class.
Du Mez said that his
experiences in Clarksville
really made him take a sert-
ous look at his faith life,
"One of the things that real-
ly hit me is the ridiculous
nature of our existence as
followers of ChIist. We are
called to believe in things
that don't make sense from
anyone's point of view but a
Chrtstian's. But it is only in
that [belief] that we find ful-
fillment.
Musica Antiqua comes to Dordt
by Heather Gregg
Musica Antrqua , a
group whose mission state-
ment claims their purpose is
"to recreate, through music,
liOng and dance, the colorful,
cultural atmosphere of the
Middle Ages and
Renaissance," performed last
Thursday night in the B.J.
Haan Auditortum.
Carl Bleyle, director,
introduced the group as "mid-
dle-aged people who ourselves
could use a renaissance." The
performers ranged from a
librarian to a professional
dancer to an architect,
The variety of music
performed and of instruments
used was as great as the The audience had a chan.ce
diversity of the group's mem-
bers. Sections of English, to par-ticipate by singing
French, Spanish, German b'"
and Italian music were per- • 1 ds.
formed. The instruments s<>meSlIDp.le roun .
played included the rebec, a
country fiddle; recorders; lute; . Dordt students Katle'TMsma,' for the gtotip. The audience
hirtenschalmei, a shepherd's Ryan Zonncfeld' and ~of~ssor laughed. then stood and'
pipe; and. a bladderhorn , Arnold Koekkock I joined· joined in when they rrecog-»
complete with. a real pjg bl~d: Musica Antiqua on stage to nized the promised piece as
der.'· . '. , sing. " . .Dordt's Alma Mater.
",,)\.ICi,·- -'"
'{.,"_ )l,..t.~.,~' t... ... ,'~,
The audience had a
chance to participate by
singing some simple rounds.
The program ended
with what Bleyle said would
be a first-time performance
Musica Antiqua,
which is funded in part by
Touring Grants from the Iowa
Arts Council, has performed
on over 350 occasions in over
seventy communities in seven
midwestern states. The pro-
gram. founded in 1967, has a
collection of over one hundred
instruments valued at over
$125,000.
Jean Thomas, soprano,
said that the members have
"met every' Monday night for
twenty years." ;rhis program
was. evidence of those years,
~lJ \..k.. ,~ ,~. : ~'.•: "
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eart 0 t e atter
When kids prefer guns to crayons
An eleven year 0 d boy in
Chicago shoots a fourteen year old
girl and then is shot by two 'broth-
ers, both under the age of sixteen,
Another eleven year old boy rapes
a seven year old. A ten year old
beats his elderly neighbor lady to
death. Two teenagers beat an
elderly man to death and then
have sandwiches at his house.
This cannot be normal.
Obviously, it is not normal.
But it is Chicago, and there is more
crime in the cities. That is true. But
what about crime in the suburbs?
Even out here? We are not
immune to violence, even in a
place like this where we'd like to
think that all guns are used for
hunting and we think we're safe
walking around at night. How long
until a gunshot deflates all of our
false sense of security? Especially
if it is fired by a kid who should be
developing an awesome slam
dunk or climbing a tree or opening
a lemonade stand. When do these
kids stop being kids?
I am beginning to get really
scared, for myself, and for my fam-
ily. My brother quit his paper route
because he no longer felt safe
doing it by himself. He was fol-
lowed and harassed several times.
He wanted to carry pepper spray.
And he's only a sophomore in high
school. Why shouldn't a fifteen
year old feel safe in the neighbor-
hood where he grew up?
Two teenagers were
mugged at gunpoint at the subur-
ban family entertainment center
my sister worked at this summer.
What if the muggers had come into
the snack shop where she worked
when the cash register was full?
This brand of violence touches too
close to home.
But what are we supposed
to do?
I was a camp counselor this
summer at a YMCA Camp in
northern Illinois. I will probably
mention that several times over the
year, because that experience has
influenced me in so many ways.
But back to the point.
One week, all of the 200
children at camp were from the
projects, the low rental govern-
ment- owned housing, like the
Robert Taylor Homes and Cabrini
Green. Most of them were in fos-
ter care or from broken homes.
The directors warned us that it
would be the most draining week
of the summer, and we would
probably be afraid of some of the
children. And they were right.
A lot of the kids were really tough.
They were used to always looking
over their shoulders, being afraid
to play, and settling arguments with
fights. Even two nine year old girls
in my cabin who decided that they
didn't like each other started throw-
ing punches.
But over the week, we really
started to love our kids. They could
be sweet, affectionate, and happy,
like kids should be. Once we
removed them from the violent
atmosphere of the projects, they
could start to really be kids. They
started to open up and trust us and
each other. They started not to
care who was the toughest and
who got what. They had fun. All of
the counselors let out a sigh of
relief and enjoyed themselves, too.
That seems like a nice story
with no point. But there is a point.
The reason those kids got a
chance to come to camp was that
somebody raised the money, con-
tacted the kids' guardians, and
made sure that the kids got there.
Instead of throwing up their hands
in frustration and complaining
about the state of the world, they
did something about it.
They cared.
That was the most heart-
breaking week for us as coun-
selors. When the kids left, w~tiad
no guarantee that they would
make it to their next birthday. Is
that too much to ask? How can we
sit here in safety and forget that
people who have never felt safe
need us?
I pray that I never forget
those kids. And I pray that those
kids can take what they learned at
camp and make a difference in
their situations. Things have to
change for the better, but they
can't change unless we get
involved. For the kids.
-s.a.w,
John Emshoff
Heather Gregg
Neil Graves
Scott Hazeu
Steve Ling
Ed Ludt
Sonya Jongsma
Marla Kammerman
Joe'l Mayfield
Sarah Neiuwsema
Barbara Sjoerdsma
Carole Storteboom
Marie Vander Stelt
Chuck Van Drunen
Jodie Zwart-
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"I'm probably
not either."
Dr. Jongsma
CAMPUS VOICE 5
Welcome to the fi rst issue of the IF"'(=)====================']
Diamond. TheDiamond isa student· verh e a rd
run publication of Dordt College, • • •
one in which we try to inform and
entertain the student population ot
Dordt College. Studentsare encour-
aged to participate in the the
Diamond, by becbming a member
of the staff, writing lettersto the edi-
tor, or doing something as simple as
submitting Overheard's. If you are
interested in becoming part of the
Diamond staff, please contact
ShellyWesterhof at 722-4418. If you
would like to submit a letter to the
editor, or an Overheard, please
send it to Diamond, box 595.
RoderickHoekstra,
Production Manager
compiled by staff
"He had trou-
ble not only
with women,
but also with
Calvin."
Dr. Vander
Stelt on Jimmy
Swaggart
"But I like
being spoon
fed. "
Marla
Kammerman,
arguing for
simpler litera-
ture.Are you interested in per-
forming? Do you have a
talent, 'rnuslcal or other-
wise, that you'd like to
use?
"I keep
expecting
them to hand
us neon t-
shirts that
say
'Freshman:
We know
nothing'"
Anonymous
freshman
If so,
DarrinBergis looking{or
ContactDarrinif youare interested
in performingat "YeOlde Coffee
House"
"Izzy, if you
weren't so
cute, you
would be real-
ly annoying!"
Joe'l Mayfield from."
Dr. Williams
"I'm probably
not the easi-
est person to
take notes•••••••••••••••••••• •
• A hearty thank you to all students who.
• have submitted quotes to the Overheard ._
• column. Keep those quotes coming in! •
• Send quotes to: •
: Diamond Overheard :
• DC 595 •
• The Diamond reserves the right to choose which quotes are suit- •
• able for publication. •
• ••••••••••••••••••••
"Beware of
low-flying
estrogen! "
Jenn Dyke, to
a male who
happened upon
an intensive
female bonding
session.
"Hi Mom"
A very, very
tired Manpy .
Langland to a
fellow concert
choir member,
who didn't
even really look
like her mom.
"If at fi rst
you don't
succeed, try,
try again.
Then quit.
There's no
use being a
d--- fool
about it."
W.C. Fields,
'who is quoted
in the Math304
textbook,
Contemporary
Abstract
Algebra, by
Joseph A.
Gallian
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Author Manfred, 82, passes on
Wednesday evening,
September 7, Frederick
Manfrcd, age 82, great
Stouxland writer, passed away
as a result of brain cancer.
Manfred. coiner, of the term
"Siouxland" referring to south-
west Minnesota. northeast
South Dakota and northwest
Iowa. concentrated his tales
on the lives of the common
Midwesterners. people from
right here. Manfred was an
imposing figure. one whose
influence and power of craft
are easily evidenced in his
mass of work. over thirty nov-
els strong.
The following is a memoir
written by Dr. James Schaap
at the request of the Diamond
editorial staff.
Homecoming
by Dr, James C, Schaap
Twenty-eight years ago I
was a freshman at Dordt
College, ltvtng in West Hall,
the boys' dorm, top floor,
north side. first room on the
right. That room isn't where I
heard about Frederick
Manfred. however, because
none of the guys who lived
with me in that room even
knew his name. None of us
were ~ from here. from
Siouxland.
It was on of those late
night sessions freshmen have
where nothing is really accom-
plished but almost everything
gets said, long meandering
sessions that veer out fre-
quently into sheer nothing-
ness, "There's this guy from
right around here-Feikema,"
somebody said. In my mind,
it's Stan Visser-Dr. Stanton
Visser today, a family thera-
pist in Rock Valley, but then a
skinny kid with an awkward
jump shot and a love for run-
ning absurdly long distances,
"He was born in Doon, you
know-went to Western and
all of that, and Calvin College,
He writes books people hate,
You know. too much sex."
Nobody in that room had
ever read a word of this
Fetkema. but they'd all heard
of him because they were all
locals, guys who'd come from
Western and Southwestern
(there was no Unity back
then). The all knew Feike
Feikema, Fred Manfred,
because the name was a hot-
ter button here than women-
in-office or evolution or speak-
ing in tongues. People went
ballistic about Fetke Feikema,
because he wrote about north-
west Iowans and sex. a pecu-
liar mixture those guys
claimed folks around here
Simply didn't care to admit
ever existed even though their
boys were more than willing
to.
Some local groups had
told President B.J, Haan that
unless Feikema's books were
eliminated from the shelves of
the sacred Dordt library, their
financial support for the insti-
tution would end forthwith.
Feikema lost. After that, if you
wanted him. librarians whts- .
pered, you had to ask-at
least that was the rumor.
Nothing sells like contro-
versy. and back then. even
though I was much more
interested in making the bas-
ketball team than I was in lit-
erature. my interest waspiqued, Those _
novels were
jerked right off
Dordt's shelves,
after all-and
they were sto-
ries about
northwest Iowa
too. My good-
ness, I thought.
how many writ-
ers could there ~~-------------be who'd ever written about
this boring, flat and open
space whose air was perma-
nently sodden with manure
froth?
"How many books he
write?" I Said.
"A bunch of them: they
said, shrugging their shoul-
ders,
We were all too busy with
basketball,
Teachers Institute.
October, 1966. I went home to
Wisconsin, pulled on my letter
jacket, and walked into the old
high school hangout for a
fountain Coke. But I knew
after thirty seconds that I'd
'entered a different world. I
simply wasn't in the loop, and
I learned firsthand that
Thomas Wolfe wasn't wrong--
you really can't go home
again.
On Saturday I stopped in
a book store in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin, browsed at a rack
of paperbacks, and there Isaw
it-"Frederick Manfred." over a
green novel titled The Secret
Place. I snapped it up-75
cents, I think, quite an invest-
ment. This was the novelist
those Iowa guys talked about.
And here he was, I thought, ill
Wisconsin. even if he wasn't at
Dordt. I snuck it back to my
parents' home.
A scene in that novel
takes place in an old consisto-
ry room hung with the thick
smoke of a dozen Cigars. Two
kids sat at one end of the
table, across from the dour
elders. The boy is wizened,
and not even terribly afraid.
The girl is a wreck. She's preg-
nant. and the two of them are
there to confess their sin
What I recognized
was something of
who I really was
against the seventh com-
mandment. But the writing
was so real to me that I found
myself in that scene-not me
the elder, not me the' preg-
nant girl, and not me her
boyfriend-but me, the child of
several generations of Dutch-
Americans fiercely loyal to a
Calvinist way of life that at
that time often made us look
says
Photo courtesy of Doon Press
Sioux/and writer, Frederick Manfred
to our Wisconsin neighbors as
loony as the Amish, What I
recognized was something of
who I really was, not simply in
the plot or the setting, but in
the very character of the novel.
What I'd fallen into between
the covers of that cheap
paperback was another world,
but a world I recognized, a
world of felt life so real it
pushed me to see who I was
from a whole dilferent angle. I
mark my own birth as a writer
by that book, that chapter,
and the author, Frederick
Manfred, a man whose work.
at Dordt, was all locked safely
away in some secret place.
But Feikema doesn't just
descIibe the consistory room,
he also takes the reader into
the guts of the passion of a
guy who loves too many girls,
We see it all graphically. I
wouldn't have admitted it
then, but today I'm old enough
to say that not all of my fasci-
nation with that book lay in
Manfred's ability to evoke the
ethos of the Dutch Reformed
of Siouxland. I read over those
lurid scenes more than once, I
know.
Sunday afternoon we
drove back to Siouxland, a
carload of Wisconsin Dordt
kids, I couldn't have said all of
this then, because I hadn't
recognized it yet. But I did
know something now about
those books guys claimed
were swept from the shelf of
the Dordt library, and I knew
why some people feared them
because I'd been the victim of
one of them myself. It's ironic.
but it's true, and it's some-
thing Dordt faculty, among
whom I count myself now,
should well consider as we
create yet more required
courses: the most significant
shaping experience of my first
academic year at Dordt
College came from the pages
of a book lots of people tried
very hard not to let me read.
Of course, I didn't know
all of that then. At 18 years
old and still worrying about
whether I'd suit up for the var-
sity or just play on the fresh-
man team, my greatest joy
was the realization that finally
I'd found myself a term paper
topic for English 101.
Because I had: a research
essay on 'The Secret Place by
Frederick Manfred,
ironically enough, howev-
er, in a lot of dilferent ways, I'd
also found a home,
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An Interview with
Interim campus pastor
Ockie Raubenheimer
Sara VandenBosch: Tell me
about how you got the
opportunity to come to
Dordt and what made you
decide to come here.
Ockie Raubenheimer: ... it
was the providence of the
Lord, in a wonderful way,
leading my life to be on cam-
pus. It all started back in
1988. I was a delegate from
the South African Dutch
Reformed church, for the
conference of the Reformed
Ecumenical Council, in
Harari, Zimbabwe. I attend-
ed this meeting, and met
with different delegates, but
especially with one of the
delegates of the Christian
Reformed Church.
And then ... in 1992 I was
to a similar meeting ... in
Athens, Greece, and we met
again. At that stage, we
rather' got to know each
other very well.. .he visited
South Africa for one of our
meetings, and I had the
opportunity to invite him to
my house, to introduce him
to my family; and it just so
happened that that was Dr.
Hulst.
...I received a letter from
Dr. Hulst, saying would I be
interested in being involved
in campus ministry, being
campus pastor. And I said
that would be very nice,
because he mentioned ... that
Don Draayer just applied for
sabbatical leave to finish his
dissertation. And my back-
ground in South Africa,
before I was involved in the
ministry, was that I was
campus pastor for eight
an
L mote especially theaction on thecovenant groups ...
(T)hat was the one
special part of our
ministry in South
Africa. We
had ... over 350
Bible study groups
and more than
10,000 students
involved, on a
weekly basis.
Which is, I think,
the heart of min-
istry on campus.
SVB: How is your
family adjusting
to all of the
changes?
OR: They're enjoy-
ing it. People are
so friendly. They
are getting along very fine.
When we arrived here, the
week before school started,
then they had about two,
three nights they stayed with
friends ... My son's also, he's
a keen sports- man. He was
just elected to be a part of
the team for Unity ...We have
a lot of rugby, cricket, ten-
nis, and things like that.
Well, there are soccer teams,
but not that many. And we
don't play baseball, or, what
do you call the other one-
basketball. But we know it
through television, of course.
But at the school level
there's not any competition.
But I am keen, keen to be
involved. Iwant to try every-
thing. But I think that
they're (the children) most
attracted at this stage by the
roller-blades. They can't
wait to see their first snow.
They may change their
.minds once the winds start
blowing and it's really cold.
They're very keen to see
their first snow. Because of
Jenn Dyke
Campus Pastor, Ockie Raubenheimer
years for a campus in South
Africa. So it was really the
one gap filling into the other,
and it just fit it ... So, the
Lord really provided, since
1988, and it was a part of
his plan as I see it for me.
SVB: How do you see your
role here at Dordt? What
would you like to do?
OR: To start off here, I
would like to promote the
goals of Dordt College. I
wouldn't say that I would
want to start anything
new ...back in South Africa, I
frequently have the opportu-
nity to preach in different
churches, and often I said,
"You're not allowed to light
the fir-e if you can't control
it."
I would just like to work.
with what is already estab-
lished. Either through the
churches or through the dif-
ferent committees on cam-
pus or through the different
clubs. I would like to pro-
e o
the fact that we don't have
snow-well in the moun-
tains, but not where we live.
SVB: If you could say one
thing to people at Dordt,
what would it be?
OR: I would say never take
the things that you have for
granted. Really appr ecta te
everything, the small things.
Being part of the Reformed
faith, because that is some-
thing special in this world-
to have a Reformed world-
view. Never take the fact
that you're a Christian for
granted, because there are
more and more people that
don't understand the living
word of Christianity, though
they were baptized. Never
take your health for granted,
because there are many peo-
ple struggling with health
problems. Never take your
family for granted for they
won't be there forever.
Never take your privileges
that you have for granted-
because I come from a part
of the world where there are
millions of people that don't
have the same privileges that
you have, in America. Thank
the Lord every day for what
you receive, and don't say,
well, I would rather have
this, that, and the other
thing. I could introduce
you.to many people who have
not had the same privileges
or opportunities. So, be
thankful for what the Lord
has given to us. This day is
a special day. Yesterday's
past, and we'll never have it
again. Tomorrow-it's not
very sure that we'll have it.
The only thing that we have
is today, and let's use that to
the best of our abilities, to
glortfy the Lord.
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Some1tloLglls 00economy
and aJlIuraI cloning
Henry Bakker
Working in my father's
poultry bam while Iwas home
from college last Christmas, I
realized how good it is to be
your own boss, work in the
same place your whole life
and reap the rewards of your
own work. All the sensations
were so familiar. When the
tractor took great bucketfuls
of manure. the warm manure
met the cold air outside and
steam rose lazily off the pile,
the squeal of the tractor tires
spirming on the concrete floor,
the smell the ammonia gives
off; how it stings your eyes
and burns your throat each
time you try to breathe so you
can only breathe little gulps of
air until you get some fans
going and ventilate the place a
little. Outside the snow was
falling gently and through the
big sliding door I could see it
collecting on the ice and in the
trees of the swamp.
H0II.le again for the sum-
mer, and working there, this
feeling was reinforced for me, I
never realized before how
important it is to be able to
view directly the results of
your own labor, to understand
where you fit into the big pic-
ture and to have an unhin-
dered view of that same pte-
ture. 1 also realized how few
people experience this feeling
in their own day to day lives,
In our society, where the end
dollar figure is the final justlfl-
cation for nearly anything, the
small businessman, including
the family farmer, is in danger
of disappearing.
Czech President and play-
wright Vaclav Havel addressed
this same point in his autobi-
ography, Disturbing the
Peace, He said:
~e most important thing
today is for economic units to
maintain--or, rather, renew-
their relationship with individ-
uals, so that the work those
people perform has human
substance and meaning, so
that people can see into how
the en tcrprtse they work for
works, have a say in that, and
assume responsibility for it.
Such enterprtses must have-
Irepeat-a human dimension;
people must be able to work
in them as people, as beings
with a soul and a sense of
responsibility, not as robots,
regardless of how pIimitive or
highly Intelligent they may
be: (Vintage Books, Random
House Inc, 1987, p,15)
This is the ideal, and
undoubtedly a situation such
as Havel suggests would func-
tion well and better address
the needs of those in the
workforce, The question is,
after graduation, how many of
us will have the option of
working in a situation where
we have a say in the final
results of our work? What
options are open to us in an
economy where people are
considered fortunate to find a
job at all?
The point was driven
home for me last spring when,
as I was hitch-hiking in
France I came upon a four-
lane highway with a large gro-
cery store, a gas station and a
McDonald's huddled around a
convenient exit. It could have
been any of the many pit
stops I've made along
Interstate 94 on my way to
school. There was nothing to
indicate from a distance that I
was in another COWTt.ry.
This is the type of interna-
tional homogeneity we have
inherited, Everyone's world
begins to look more and more
alike. Everyone works the
same Mcjob in high school,
everyone goes to the same
movies and eats in the same
restaurants. We become
desensitized and forget we
ever had some sort of cultural
uniqueness. Eventually there
will be no need to go any-
where because everything will
be the same as in your own
hometown and you won't even
need to leave your house
because they'll all deliver, All
in the name of the capitalIst
dollar,
Granted, 1 am taking an
extreme point of view, but the
less drastic encroachment on
our lifestyle is the more dan-
gerous because it is so subtle.
What I'm trying to say is
that while you are in college,
think about which one of two
things you want to be when
you graduate. The first is a
cog, A cog is one of many
minor gear protuberances
necessary to the smooth run-
ning of a powered machine.
The second is this; the oppo-
site of cog is self-employed.
The Staff's Box
byJennDyke
Lucy was different. I could
never honestly think of any-
thing bad to say about her, but
in the sixth grade, I was too
concerned about the geeky
changes happening to myself to
care about who she really was.
Everyone said she was
strange. I never thought her
strange, I just knew she was
different. I remember by age
12. Lucy was more preoccupied
with keeping all the Greek
myths straight rather than car-
ing about whether or not to
curl her hair. She preferred
bare feet to jelly shoes, books
to Barbies, neutral to neon,
and doodling to passing notes.
When I wasn't watching
my baby-fat disappear and
reappear in strange places, I
secretly adroired her, though at
the time I wasn't sure why.
Lucy didn't care who saw her
sketch the robins perched out-
side the classroom window.
Lucy didn't care how loud she
blew her nose while the teacher
explained long division. Lucy
didn't care who knew she
brought weird things like rtce
pudding to school in her wrin-
kled, re-used brown bag. While
everyone laughed, I smiled in
wonder.
111never forget what hap-
pened one day during Bible
class. I'm sure Lucy shrugged
the whole thing off, just like
every other time someone tried
to make a fool of her. But I
can't getit out of my head. 1
shared a table with her in that
Bible class. As we both doodled
in our notes, I felt a slight con-
nection with her, though we'd
bardly ever spoken. She leaned
back in her chair, her bare toes
grazing the green carpet as she
swung her legs; her left hand
creating a masterpiece in her
loose-leaf margins. Lucy soon
Varied Voices
Progress, Regress and Evaluation
by Dirk Zwart
Ttme is in constant move-
ment and so is this new year at
Dordt. I suppose the common
theme of this Diamond issue is
going to relate with new things
at Dordt. So why not join the
bandwagon and wrtte on this
theme as well. As I was watch-
ing a video I made last year
during March break, I was
amazed at still seeing
Southview far from completion,
P lthough I found it highly ironic
[0 see people pouring cement at
one end of the building and
jack-hammertng it up at the
other end, Southview is a new
ground breaking accomplish-
ment for Dordt. For instance it
is the first residence to have an
elevator, large rooms, large clos-
ets, large washrooms, and a fit-
ness room.
Again, our new student
body may be unaware of the
loss of the beloved mobile trailer
park. And what bave we in its
place? Sand volley-ball courts.
Which, 1may add, are being
well used (weather permitting).
The parking lots have also
taken a new approach to con-
fusing many a student. Each
parking spot seems to have a
different color of the raInbow as
to represent who is allowed to
park there on odd numbered
Tuesdays. I could not help but
notice this from the numerous
yellow tickets on vehicles on
campus.
For those that gain or seek
their daily nutrition at the
Commons, I am happy to see
the chunks of tomato as gar-
nish in the salad line. Also, 1
must admit I miss the old
tourtsm posters that decorated
the walls.
A more commonly seen
aspect of Dordt's upgrade is in
the computer lab, No longer
must you wait minutes to get a
response to who is using the
system or to load that last
minute essay in to Word
Perfect. However, freshmen can
irritate each other more quickly
with their numerous "talk"
requests and void and vacant
E-mail. But Dordt College is not
just about all the possessions
and physical things either.
There are most of the same
clubs this year and they provide
a great way to do something
extra and to help you mature
your Gen 300 worldview.
Unfortunately, I did not see a
booth for the HilaIious Club
this year at Club Day, but the
shirts can stlll be seen every-
where around campus. Never
fear though, the Hilarious Club
will resurrect at a most unex-
pected timer
For many of the upper-
classmen, friends have gradu-
ated or decided not to return
and this is something that is
hard to replace. Many times 1
have heard, "Man, it won't be
the same without _
Nonetheless, I challenge you
not to see an empty gap where
that person was, but to use
your gifts to bring something
else to the college. Get involved
in something and possibly in
four years or whenever you
leave, people will miss you for
your contIibutions.
stood and crossed to the front
of the room to sharpen her
pencil, while Isnuck a peek at
her artwork. Itwas much more
elaborate and inspired than
mine, When she returned to
our table, she stood in front of
her chair for a moment before
Sitting, to straighten out her
stack of papers. That's when 1
noticed Todd, who sat behind
us, with his knuckly hand on
the back of her chair. I looked
at him and he gave me the
"shush" signal. I froze.
Watching Lucy plop right
to the floor like that was the
most uncomfortable moment of
my life up to that point. When
the teacher demanded Lucy
explain all that racket, Lucy
replied, "Itwas nothing. Just
clumsy me, that's all." She
didn't telll At that moment,
when she brushed herself off,
exhaled and continued her
doodling, she was the coolest
person 1knew, And silent Todd
was warty pond scum.
And me? Not only did I
have no concept of integrtty at
age 12, but I was bound by the
l.P.F.C.(lntemational Peer-
Finking Clause). It reads as fol-
lows; Don't do it.
But that didn't make me
feel any less like a jerk. I had
not been true to myself.
1turned my eyes down
toward my size 9-and-gaIning
feet and wondered when they'd
stop growing.
Lucy just kept doodling.
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Staff's hard work pays off in revising Gen 10
by Jodie zwart lege life, it is Dordt's goal to
This fall the new make Ihe learning experience
freshman class has begun Ihe as enjoyable as possible. for
revised Gen 10, This course bolh students and staff. Gen
has been helping prepare 10 will hardly be recognizable
freshmen for college life, wilh to Its previous students. One
great success. After years of of Ihe biggest changes Is Ihe
using Ihe same approach. Ihe added extra attention each
staff decided to revise the student Is given. Instead of
program. The decision was being run by a few people.
made because the staff was Gen 10 is now being taught
"frustrated by Ihe old format by twenty-one professors and
of talking to a large group," twenty-one volunteer stu-
comments Pam DeJong, co- dents. The class no longer
coordinator of the new pro- meets just as a whole group,
gram. "We felt like we were but is divided Into small sec-
talking at Ihem and Ihey were tions for group discussions.
not Involved," This way students are not
In years gone by, Gen Intimidated by Ihe thought of
10 was conducted lecture voicing their opinions in front
style wilh negligible interac- of a group of a hundred oth-
tion from students. The class ers. Individual interaction is
was fact based with no also given from Ihe volunteer
hands-on experience. A few students who tell secrets and
films were shown and guests hints to the freshmen. For
came in once in a while. example, they gave hints
Many students did not.find such as. what different profes-
the course profitable and sors expect from their stu-
were bored with the old dents and what information
melhod. As Ron Rynders puts is more important to write
it, "Gen 10 hiilfullllliJ.~be!<no&QWDdw;ln~,Iec.tum,
''''If-r.k:aOwn 'as Tan' experience that In the past. atten-
must be endured, but seldom dance was the only thing
Is enjoyed. Something like required. Now, students are
going to Ihe dentist - you're. required to do short assign-
glad when it's over," ments which force them to
While the goal learn Iheir way around cam-
remains Ihe same, a smoolh. pus and get Involved wilh Ihe
and easy transition Into col- cultural activities of Ihe com-
Jareen Wassink
Freshman dig into a first care package
munity. If you saw a lost stu-
dept fumbling around cam-
pus with a white "Passport"
during Ihe first week you will
not see them lost anymore.
"Passports" was one of the
first Gen 10 assignments for
which freshmen were
required to go to all offices
and pick up a stamp for Iheir
passport. This way the stu-
dents learned were all impor-
tant offices are and what
their functions are.
Gen 10 students can
expect more exciting activities
to come. In the coming weeks
students are going to be
taught proper note taking
skills with some hands on
practice. Thi:r:~~:~hmen
will be prep that
week comes when every class
has a test. Also coming is a
mock trial on date rape. The
trial will be held wilh licensed
lawyers and Ihe Gen 10 class
as the jury,
So far many students
are really enjoying the Gen
10. They ftnd Ihat Ihe infor-
mation is important and help-
ful. As Karen Van Donselaar
puts it, "Gen 10 stresses good
points. It teaches a lot about
college life and what to
expect."
The course is not fully
revised but more in a testing
Neil Graves
Freshman Aaron Bonnema adjusts to college life
period. After every class all
stalf grade Ihe course. At Ihe
end of the course a decision
will be made on whether to
keep it the same, or revise it
8fy
by Sara Vanden Bosch
further. If you have any sug-
gestions, talk to Ron Rynders,
he would love to hear any
input in order to make the
course its ultimate best.
•
I
New Faculty: Kenn
Hermann joined the history
department, Ben Kornelis is
the new choral instructor,
Michael Loomis is full-time
resident director and stu-
dent activities coordinator,
and Dr. Ockie
Raubenheimer is campus
pastor while Pastor Don
Draayer takes a semester
leave to work on his doctor-
al dissertation.
Sioux County
,Orato:rio .C,J;lC)l\US:
in'1t~~a'IX sl:uger~tojotn the I
weekly Wednesday night
rehearsals at 7:30 in the
Dordt choral room. The
chorus will perform part
one of Handel's Messiah for
a Dec. 10 performance and
include choruses of
Mendelssohn's Elijah orato-
rio for a spring concert.
Fulbright Scholar:
John Hofland, member of
the Iheatre arts department
has been given a Fulbright
Scholar award to teach in
the Ukraine from January
to .May 1995. Hofland will
-t e ach cr.ea uve dramatics
a"<;l English .as ,n foreign
language, lecture .on the-
. atrical design, and work at
the Kharkov
Theatre.
Puppet
John Calvin
Award: Dr. John Visser,
professor of business
administration was the first
to be awarded the college's
new John Calvin Award.
The award will go yearly to
a faculty member who
"inspires and instructs stu-
dents in the development of
a Calvinistic world and life
view and in the application
of basic, historic Calvinism
to the issues of contempo-
rary SOCiety.
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Lady Defender face
r.;;;
Photo courtesy of SiOux center News
Freshman setter Jane Vos IO.oksto back set to senior
Corinna Vander Woude.
Volleyball Roster 1994
NO NAME YR POS HOMETOWN
3 Leah Zuidema SC MH Dearborn, MI
4 Jane Vos SO S Orange City, IA
5 .Lisa Dekkers SO OH Hawarden. IA
6 Sue Dykstra JR BR Sheldon. IA
7 Leslie Dokter FR OH Sioux Center, IA
8 Robyn Droog FR BR Sioux Center, IA
9 Terri Poppema JR OH Hospers, IA
10 Leslie Hellinga SR BR Aylmer. ON
II Larissa Buys JR OH Chandler, MN
12 Amber Krosschell FR S Chandler, MN
13 Tammi Van Kley JR OH Sioux Center. lA
14 Corinna Vander Woude SR OH Ramona, CA
15 Joy Veenstra JR MH Orange City, IA
16 Valerie Mouw SO MH Sioux Center, IA :
17 Taryn De Yong FR Ml;I. Luverne, MN , .
18 Ellie Vander Woude JR OH "., Ramona. CA, ~, '~
19 KIisti Hofland SO .MH. ",Hartley, lA" ,
20 •Tracy Sterks FR OH .Lynden, Wk '.
, . ~..
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new season
Dordt finds early success under Coach Timmermans
By Ryan Vander with junior Joy Veenstra. south Sioux County.
Plaats look to fill the position left by Northwestern came to town
Dordt volley- De Jong. as a nationally ranked power,
ball has taken steps De Jong and Landstra and they proved why, taking
in the past two year are the only two starters gone the match in 3 games. They
toward becoming a from last season, leaving a did not, however dominate
powerhouse. Over talented crew from the team the games, as Dordt played
that two year span, that was ranked as high as with the Raiders in the final
they are 74-10. 12th. Senior outside hitter 2 games.
That's an .881 win- Corrina Vander Woude The NAIA Preseason
ning percentage, in ranked near the top of every Classic proved that the Lady
case you don't have a statistic category last year, Defenders can play with any-
calculator in hand. including 58 aces (l st on the one in the nation. They have
They've defeated sev- team), 92% serving (5th), 213 faced tough competition in
eral nationally ranked ki'Js (4th) and 386 digs (2nd). their opening matches and
teams in that time Sack row specialist Leslie come away with a 5-3 record.
frame, including the Helllnga. also a senior, looks Look for the team to improve
other school in Sioux to give Dordt a strong service on a positive start as they
C a u n t y game, while junior Joy become accustomed to new
(Northwestern), and Veensta will be a force up players at key positions. As
last year became a front with 400 kills (1st), and one observer of the
nationally ranked 186 blocks (2nd) last year. Northwestern game noted,
team themselves. Junior outside hitter Terri "Northwestern was the better
This year Poppema returns as a two team this time, but they
brings a major year starter, and prevtdes seem to be at the peak of exe-
change for the Lady Dordt with a solid all-around cution light now, I can't see
Defenders. They lose game and leadership. Junior them getting any better. We
Coach Vonda De Sue Dykstra leads Dordt's played with them in the last
Stigter, but gain Patti defense as a consistant eer- two. and we still have along •
Timrriermans, who vice receiver, and Junior out- way to'Ygobeforelwe~peaK.~i:5"}J
looks to keep the pro- side hitter Tamml Van Kley Don't be surprised if Dordt
gram moving forward. gives added strength at the beat the Raiders when they
"I enjoy working with front comer, travel to Orange City on
the varsity team," NAIAPRESEASON CLASSIC October 15. And don't be
says Timmermans. The Lady Defenders surprised to see them in the
"I'm ready to coach at opened their season by trav- hunt for a nalional champt-
this higher level of ellng to Marshall to play in onshtp tournement birth. I
play." This is the first the elite NAIA Preseason won't be.
college coaching job Classic. The team listing r:~-"="~=,,,,,=,:--:-,,,,=,"
for the former volley- looked a lot like a national Dordt Volleyball
ball All-Amertan, but championship tourney sheet, Scorecard
she has been assis- as over half of the 16 teams
tant coach in two of in attendance were nationally
Iowa's dominant high ranked.
school programs, Although they didn't
Western Christian of make it out of pool play,
Hull find Unity Dordt posted a 4-2 record at
Chrisitian of Orange the tourney. They beat
City. nationally ranked Nova
Timmermans Southeast (Florida) and
begins her stint at Southwest State. and lost 2-1
Dordt with a difficult to Westmont, the number 2
task: replacing mid- rated team in the nation.
dle hitter Annette De The tournament was won by
Jong and honorable Northwestern.
mentioned All- Regular Season
American setter Dordt wasted no time
Laura Landstra. in winning its first regular
Stepping into the set- season match, dismissing
ter position is sopho- TeikyoWestmar of Le Mars in
more Jane Vos, who 3 games and allowing them
looks to equal the just 6 points in the entire
consistancy of the match. (It should be noted
four-year starter that Westmar may not have a
Land.st ra , Moving college in the near future, let
over from outside to alone a volleyball team, due
middle .hitter is toaccredtdation problemsl
sophomore. .Krtatt On Septemher 8,
Hofland, 'who,»along DOTdt faced their rival from
. ,
l /~:: -:'! •• ,-'_.It-.-J ." .••. .:.l~., ........'•..-, :'
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Dordt
NovaSE
4
15
15
6
15
10
Dordt . 15
Mt. Mercy 13
15
8
Dordt 15 15
Midland 2 4
Hastings 15 15
Dordt 10 13
Dordt 15 15
Southwest 6 9
Westmont 15 8 15
Dordt 7 15 2
Dordt 15 15 15
Teikyo 1 4 1
Northwestern 15 16 15
Dordt 4 14 13
r ,
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Defender soccer opens with 2-0 record
Dordt upsets Briar
Cliff; routs North
Central
Fall Sports
Schedules
goalie Kevin Casperson for the
rest of the first half. The
result was a 2-1 Briar Cliff
half time lead.
In the second half.
Briar Cliff kept up the offen-
sive assult, but the Chargers
seemed content to hit the
crossbar instead of the back of
the net. The Defenders finally
stuck back late in the second
half with a goal from freshman
Eric Vander Mey off a Chris
town (they were forty minutes
late, too) on September 13 for
the Defenders second game of
the year. The result was a 5-0
win for the Defenders.
Scoring came early
and often for Dordt, who put a
goal on the board just 2 min-
utes into play. Chris Hull
scored his first of three goals
on the day off a pass from
Mawhinney. Hull scored 14
minutes later, with an assist
By Ryan Vander Plaats
The Dordt soccer team
is in an unusual situation.
For the first time in five or six
years. their roster is not domi-
nated by upperclassmen but,
rather by a slew of sophmores
and freshmen. "The things
we've been spoiled with in the
past, such as subbing in only
one or two players, and then
only after the game was under
control, is not the case any-
more: Coach Bill Elgersma
noted. "Freshman are asked to
take a leading role. They are
asked to play 90 minutes and
to sub in:
Though the Defenders
have only 4 upperclassmen on
a roster of 18, they do have
the key components for a suc-
cessful season. Dordt returns
senoirs Chris Hull and Scott
Mawhinney, who have both
been major contributors to the;".lpt~_!!!,!,eau~_~t3of't'SIol~U"'-XQCoi,,!,I!!!"'tl!!~"""::"':':__ "::":.'::'.....
earrr's past success. Hul rbin Pokharel pushed the ball upfield in the
spent the summer playing Defenders 3-2 overtime victory over Briar Cliff.
semi-pro soccer for the Sioux
City Breeze, and Mawhinney
has already proven his ability
to command the field through
leadership and pass dlstrubu-
tlon. Junior goalie Kevin
Casperson Is entering his
third year as starter and
already holds several Dordt
goal keeper records. Junior
Tony Louters looks to be a
strong contributor at forward,
but early injuries have kept
him sidelined.
Dordt 3. Briar CUff 2 lOT)
The young Defenders
opened their 1994 season with
a home win against a more
experienced Charger team.
Briar Cliff had already played
two games when they came to
Sioux Center on September 7,
but Dordt was able to come
away with a mild upset in
overtime. After the game,
Coach Elgersma philoso-
phized, "They (Briar Cilfl) hit
three crossbars and they lost
3-2. It doesn't take a rocket
scientist to figure out that they
didn't put It in the net and we
did. Sometimes you win
games you don't deserve, and
sometimes you lose games you
deserve to win:
Dordt did jump out to
an early 1-0 lead on an unas-
sisted goal by freshman Aaron
Imtq, but the Defenders
allowed intense pressure on
Soccer 1994
Sept,
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
7
13
17
20
24
27
29
1
6
7
8
14
15
18
21
22
29
Dordt 3
Dordt 5
Concordia, Neb.
Pillsbury
Northwestern, Minn.
Concordia. Minn.
Teikyo Westmar
North Central
Grand View
Clarke
Loras
Concordia, Minn.
Northwestern, Minn.
Briar Cliff
Wartburg
Pillsbury
Nebraska Wesleyan
Briar Cliff 2 (OT)
North Central 0
home
away
home
home
home
away
away
away
away
away
away
away
home
home
away
Cross Country 1994
Women
Dozdt Meet 1st
Turkey Day Meet
Sioux Falls College
Dakota State Meet
Mt. Marty
Buena Vista Meet
Road Race
Midwest Regtonals
Men
Dordt Meet 3rd
Turkey Day Meet
Sioux Falls College
Dakota State Meet
Mt. Marty
Buena Vista Meet
Road Race
Midwest Reglonals
Sept. 9
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Oct. 21
Oct, 29
Nov. 5
Worthington, Minn.
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Madison, S.D.
Yankton, S.D.
Storm Lake, Iowa
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Davenport, Iowa
Hull pass. The score was
deadlocked, 2-2.
The first overtime was
a frenzy of shots and open net
misses, as both defenses
appeared drained. Still, nei-
ther team found the net.
Dordt finally broke the
tie With a goal midway
throught the second overtime.
Scott Mawhinney sent a cross-
ing pass from deep in the cor-
ner that was headed home by
sophmore Dan Oppeneer. The
goal was the eventual game
winner.
Dordt 5. North Central 0
North Central came to
going to sophmore Micah
Schreurs, making the score 2-
O. Schreurs scored a goal of
his own moments before half
on an assist from freshman
Arbin Pokharel, and the
Defenders held a 3-0 lead at
half.
The second half time
was much of the same, with
Hull completing his hat trick
midway through the half. The
goal was assisted by freshman
Tom Roozeboom. Dan
Oppeneer rounded out the
scoring with a goal off a Chris
Hull assist, making the final
5-0.
Sept. 9
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. I
Oct. 15
Oct. 21
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Worthmgton, Minn.
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Madison, S.D.
yankton, S.D.
Storm Lake, Iowa
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Davenport, Iowa
Volleyball 1994
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
2
2
2
3
3
3
6
8
10
16
20
22,24
27
30
3
7,8
13
15
20
22
26
29
1
Dordt 2
Dordt 2
Dordt 2
Hastings 2
Dordt 2
Westmont 2
Dordt 2
Northwestern 3
Briar Cliff
Dakota Wesleyan
Mt. Mercy
Iowa Classic
Morningside
Dakota Wesleyan
Sioux Fall
Col., MO, Tourney
Mt. Marty
Northwestern
Briar Cliff
Dordt Tournament
Southwest State
la-Kota Tourney
Teikyo Westmar
Nova Southeast 1
Mt. Marty 0
lllidland Lutheran 0
Dordt 0
Southwest State 0
Dordt 1
Teikyo Westmar 0
DordtO
away
home
away
Sioux City
home-
away
home
away
home
away
home
home
away
away
away ..
Soccer Roster 1994
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
NAME
Kevin Casperson
Tom Roozeboom
Jon Ahrenholz
Dan Oppeneer
Nate Kloosterman
Scott Mawhinney
Tony Louters
Chris Hull
Matt Hekman
Eric Vander Mey
Aaron Imlq
Erek Van Rlessen
Mark Memmelar
Keith Hendriks
Gerrtt Brouwer
Arbin Pokharel
Micah Schreurs
Nathan Bosma
POS
K
FWD
MID
FWD
BCK
MID
FWD
MID
BCK
BCK
MID
MID
BCK
MID
BCK
FWD
FWD
K
YR
Jr
Fr
So
So
Fr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Fr
So
Fr
Fr
So
So
So
Fr
So
Fr
HOMETOWN
Escondido, CA
Pella IA
Bellingham, WA
Hingman, WI
Orange City, IA
Oveida, FL
Albert Lea, MN
Bowmanville, ON
Ripon, CA
Redmond, WA
Salem, OR
Lee's Summit, MO
Escondido, CA
Lynden, WA
Ramona, CA
Willard, Nepal
Sioux Center, IA
Escondido, CA
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Cross country growth makes teams competative
By Charles Van Druenen .
Growth would be the
word to sum up the 94' Cross
Country team. This year
there are 12 men and 10
women running as Dordt
Defenders. Last year the
girls didn't have the nesses-
sary four runners to compete
as a team. This could be a
landmark season for the
girls, especially since NAIA
Nationals participant Sonya
J ongsma has returned to
lead them. The men's team
will have to deal with the loss
of last year's top runner,
Ramone Norris, but promis-
ing freshmen Luke
Vanderleest and Matt Oostra
give them great potential for
the future. Proven veterans
returning to the team are
Dan RUiter, Aaron Fopma
and Noah Larson. Coach
Goheen saytd. "I see the team
as having more depth that
they have had before, but it
may be hard for us to get
points in big meets ."
Dordt Invitational
On Sept. 9, both the
men's and women's teams
ventured into their own back
Photo courtesy of Sioux Center News
Dordt's Todd Scemper leads the pack as the men
start their Dordt Invitational Meet
yards to run against Buena
Vista and Mount Marty
College. Running for the
men's tea m were freshmen
Vanderleest and Matt Oostra,
sophomore Todd Schemper,
and junior Aaron Fopma.
The team finished in 3rd
place,
The women's team
topped the meet with a 1st
place finish, Participants got
a good look at the back of
Sonya Jongsma, as she lead
throughout the race and fin-
ished in I st place. Other
Cross Country Rosters
1994
Women's Rosters
NAME
Shannon De Wit
Kristin Johnson
Sonya Yongsma
April Meuzelaar
Christine Phillips
Kristen Schemmerhom
Barbara Sjoerdsma
Cindy Vande Voort
Kimberly Verbrugge
Mindy Walstra
YR HOMETOWN
SO Sioux Center, lA
SO Menomonee Falls, WI
SO Sioux Center, lA
FR Jetmore, KA
FR West Des Moines, lA
FR Lincoln, NE
SO Grand Rapids, MI
SO Sherman, SO
FR Grand Rapids, MI
SO Sioux Center, lA
Men's Roster
NAME
Matthew De Ram
Jason De Weerd
on Fopma
David Herredsberg
Noah Larson
Timothy Meyer
Matt Oostra
Daniel Ruiter
odd Schemper
Lucas Vander Heest
Chad Van Gtnkel
Nathaniel Zylstra
YR HOMETOWN
FR Eden Fraire, MN
FR Rock Valley, lA
JR Sully, lA
SR Lebanon, KA
JR Parnell, lA
FR Beaver Dam, WI
FR Hull,lA
JR Lynden, WA
SO Sheldon, lA
FR Sully,lA
FR Rock Valley, lA
FR Orange City, lA
strong performers included
sophmore Shannon De Witt
and Freshman April
Meuzelaar, who finished 3rd
and 5th, respectively.
This week Saturday
both teams travel to
Worthington, Minnesota, to
participate in the Turkey Day
Run road race, This 10k race
will be a fun break for the
teams, because the following
Saturday, It's back to work
with intercollegiate racing at
Sioux Falls College.
By Ryan Vander Plaats
Woman's tennis
opened their season with
three experienced players.
Junior Chellie Martinus
returns for a thirds year, and
is this year's 1st seed.
Junior Sue Dekoter and
Mandy Langeland each give
the squad two years of expe-
rience. The roster is rounded
out by juniors Shanelle
Noteboom and Sarah Larson,
and sophomores Bethany
Baker and .Janna Hendriks,
Thus far, the Lady
Women's tennis opens 1994 season
Defenders have played three
matches, including two
matches with Buena Vista
and a single match with
Simpson. Dordt lost all three
by scores of 9-0, but Coach
Randy Ten Pas says he has
seen steady improvement
over the three matches.
Because the team is
not in a conference this year.
they face Buena Vista four
times, while playing non-
Buena Vista team four times
as well.
Women's Tennis Roster 1994
NAME
Rachell Martinus
Susan De Koter
Mandy Langeland
Shanelle Noteboom
Bethany Baker
Sarah Larson
Janna Hendriks
SEED
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
HOMETOWN
A1sip,IL
SI. Thomas, ON
Menno, SO
Alton, lA
Rock Valley, lA
Parnell, lA
Lynden, WA
Women's Tennis 1994
Sept, 10
Sept. 10
Sept. 14
Sept, 23,24
Sept. 28
Simpson 9
Buena Vista 9
Buena Vista 9
Simpson
Buena Vista
Dordt 0
Dordt 0
Dordt 0
Indianola
Storm Lake
Niel Graves
The Diamond Staff looks forward to presenting to the students
Dordt's campus news throughout the 1994 - 95 school year.
Your response is not only welcome but also encouraged.
